Natural Selection of Gender of the Baby at Conception: Proposing a Scientific Hypothesis
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Abstract: Genes and chromosomes interplay to produce unique human beings. Each cell contains a pair of sex chromosome. The sperms carry either ‘X’ or ‘Y’ chromosome, thus, they determine the sex of the offspring. Every couple happily accepts their first child, whether a girl or boy. Authors have developed a scientific hypothesis on the basis of which the couple can naturally choose the gender of their second baby at the time of conception. According to theory, ‘Y’ sperms are faster than ‘X’ sperms but they have a shorter life span. The emplacement of ovum occurs after the rise in temperature due to which coitus after ovulation results in a male zygote and vice versa. The authors have also discussed the relation of ovulation and basal body temperature. This hypothesis can result in bringing the population under control and remove many social ills such as female feticide and infanticide from the society.
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1. Introduction

Chromosomes and genes play an essential role in the hereditary process. Each chromosome carries genes or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) segments that contain the codes or genetic instructions producing particular traits and dispositions. A mature sperm and ovum contains 23 chromosomes (haploid) each, i.e., half of the set of 46 present in each parent’s cells. When the sperm penetrates the ovum, fertilization occurs which combines the chromosomes via a complex mechanism. This ensures that the fetus has some genes from both the parents; the new life is influenced by the combined genes of the sperm and ovum contributing in fertilization. These genes guide the protein and enzyme reactions for every subsequent cell in the developing person and across the life course. Sex chromosomes, i.e., ‘X’ and ‘Y’, determine the sex of the person such that a female comprises of ‘XX’ chromosomes and a male carries ‘XY’ chromosomes. As a sperm carry an ‘X’ chromosome or a ‘Y’ chromosome, it ensures the determination of the sex of a baby [1-3].

In 2014, China was observed as the most populous country with 1,364 million of population followed by India with 1,296 million [4]. The couples of such countries should follow the rule of bearing a single child or two, depending upon their income. The first child of a couple is precious, whether, a boy or a girl. The present study focuses in developing a scientific hypothesis to naturally determine the gender of the baby at the time of conception. The authors focus on the hypothesis that can assist the couples to bear their second child by gender determination.

2. Hypothesis

Table 1. Characteristics of X chromosome and Y chromosome carrying sperm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>X chromosome carrying sperms</th>
<th>Y chromosome carrying sperms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motility</td>
<td>Slower</td>
<td>Faster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilizing capacity</td>
<td>High/Long</td>
<td>Low/Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of facing hazards</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting capacity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of the differential properties and activities of ‘X’ and ‘Y’ chromosome carrying sperms, the authors have developed three hypothesis which assists in the determination of the sex of the baby at the conception. This
influences the mating of the respective sperms with the ovum resulting in choice of gender of the baby at the time of conception. Table 1 explains the characteristics of ‘X’ chromosome and ‘Y’ chromosome carrying sperms.

2.1. Hypothesis 1

The first hypothesis states that the speed of motility of ‘Y’ sperms is greater than that of the ‘X’ sperms, i.e., the ‘Y’ sperms swim faster than the ‘X’ sperms. This gives ‘Y’ sperms a greater chance of reaching the target due to their high speed. Sudden release of the ovum through stimuli enables the faster ‘Y’ sperms to raise the primary sex-ratio in favor of males. Therefore, when spermatozoa get deposited in the female genital tract at the time when the ovum is receptive/awaiting, the chance of formation of a male zygote are relatively high, because the ‘Y’ sperm, travelling with greater speed than that of the ‘X’ sperm, reaches the ovum first.

2.2. Hypothesis 2

The second hypothesis is based on the difference in effective longevity of ‘X’ and ‘Y’ sperms. ‘X’ sperms live longer than ‘Y’ sperms. When coitus takes place earlier than the release of the ovum, ‘Y’ sperms soon become spent force/exhaust, and the ‘X’ sperms who were following the ‘Y’ sperms, fertilize the ovum and result into an ‘XX’ or a female zygote.

2.3. Hypothesis 3

The third hypothesis is based on the change in basal body temperature. It states that the ovum is emplaced on the day of the temperature rise. The rise in temperature could indicate changes in certain hormone levels for emplacement of the ovum. It is likely that the rise in temperature is required for the determination of emplacement.

If coitus takes place on the preceding evening or a day earlier to the temperature rise (which is approximately half way between the two menstrual periods), the ‘X’ sperms would wait and fertilize the ovum on its emplacement. It would result in a female zygote, unless an emotional stimulus in the woman, cause a sudden release of the ovum. Conversely, when a male child is desired, coitus must be avoided before the rise in temperature is noticed in the early hours of the day. Coitus should be planned after the rise in temperature, thus ensuring the emplacement of available ovum. Figure 1 represents the hypothesis involved in choosing the sex of baby at the time of conception.

3. Discussion

3.1. Evolution of Sex Chromosomes

The sex chromosomes are evolved from an ancient homologous pair of freely recombining autosomes and their existence was first proposed in 1920s. They were evolved due to lack of recombination in the heterogametic sex and erosion of ‘Y’ chromosomes. There are various theories postulated to explain the degeneration of ‘Y’ chromosomes such as effects of Muller’s Ratchet, background selection model, weak selection Hill Robertson effect, etc. Due to the degeneration of the ‘Y’ chromosome involving gene loss as well as chromatin state transitions, the ‘Y’ chromosomes are smaller in size than ‘X’ chromosomes [5-13].

3.2. Difference in Size and Motility of Sex Chromosomes

According to previous studies, the morphological measurements of ‘X’ and ‘Y’ spermatozoa differ. The ‘X’ sperm are statistically longer and larger than ‘Y’ sperms. The mean area of ‘X’ sperm heads is also found to be 6% larger than that of ‘Y’ sperms. The length of ‘X’ sperms head, neck and tail are significantly larger and longer than those of ‘Y’ spermatozoa. The ‘X’ contains 3- 4% more of DNA than ‘Y’. It is also reported that ‘X’ sperms bear 1% larger head radius than ‘Y’ sperms [14, 15]. However, few studies reveal no consistent differences or distinguishing characteristics in dimensions or dimensional distributions was observed between ‘X’ bearing and ‘Y’ bearing spermatozoa [16-18].

The difference/increase in the size of ‘X’ sperms than ‘Y’ sperms might determine the speed and motility style of both of them. It is quite possible that the initial ejaculation of the sperms produces different speed in motility to ‘X’ and ‘Y’ sperms, due to differences in their tail length. The tail may provide a rhythmic balance and motility style separately peculiar to ‘X’ sperms and ‘Y’ sperms. Both the ‘X’ and ‘Y’ chromosomes differ in their swimming behavior due to the presence of a specific protein [19].

The condition of the female genital tract-cervical mucus, fluid of uterus and tubes also determine which of two types of spermatozoa would successfully reach and fertilize an egg at the time of ovulation to decide the sex of the baby [20].

3.3. Previous Methods of Gender Selection

The present theory is among those theories such as the one postulated by Ericsson, Shettles, etc., with some exception.
The Ericsson’s method, also known as the ‘motility technique’ was patented by Dr. Ronald Ericsson in the early 1980s. The method used sticky albumin (a protein) solution on which the sperms were placed. As per theory, the ‘Y’ sperms, being faster are supposed to swim down the sorting apparatus quicker than the ‘X’ sperm, aiming to collect a sample enriched with desired spermatozoa. This method was used in case of artificial insemination. The act of patenting and obtaining opposite results made the technique conflicting and controversial. Dr. Landrum B Shettles and D. Rorvik were the first to publish their theory which stated that instead of the timing of intercourse with regard to ovulation, the artificially created chemical environment in the vaginal or genital tract of a female plays the major role in determining the sex of the baby. For a boy, enhanced alkalinity is required which can be achieved using baking soda douches. For a girl, female vagina and genital tract should have acidic environment which can be created by douching with diluted white vinegar. The major difference lies in the fact that this is a natural insemination method, whereas Shettles procedure is not. He has also recommended other methods/techniques which could help choosing the gender such as posture and frequency of intercourse. Dr. Shettles recommended vaginal penetration by the male from female’s rear in the alkaline genital environment on the day of ovulation and missionary or face to face penetration in the acidic genital environment before ovulation for a boy and girl, respectively. Even clothes and drinks contribute to the choice of baby’s gender. Loose fitting under clothes and 2-3 cups of coffee few minutes before coitus favor a boy, whereas tight fitting under clothes and taking no such drinks before coitus favors a girl [21-25].

Whelan Method, (published by Elizabeth Whelan in 1977) is virtually the opposite of the present hypothesis. The theory is based on the fact that biochemical changes occurring earlier in a woman’s fertile phase favors a ‘boy’ sperm. It advises sexual intercourse about 4 to 6 days before ovulation for a boy and 2 to 3 days before ovulation for a girl [23].

3.4. Our Hypothesis

The present hypothesis also proposes the importance of the timing of sexual intercourse in choosing the sex of the baby. The woman’s fertile phase is the most crucial element for achieving the conception of a baby of the desired sex. For boys, the method advocates to have sexual intercourse after ovulation and the rise in temperature (or the woman’s egg release) and abstaining from sex for several days before this point in time. For girls, the method recommends coitus for the 2 to 4 days before ovulation.

According to the method, interplay of the natural differentiations of ‘X’ and ‘Y’ sperms could be used for the fertilization of the ovum with the sperm of the desired sex. This, however, requires the knowledge of ovulation time.

To detect ovulation, the identification of sexually active days (fertile window) of the menstrual cycle is of high clinical relevance [26]. Conception is possible from intercourse beginning about 5 days before ovulation extending through the day of ovulation [27, 28]. Traditional and widely used means of identifying the day of ovulation and the fertile window include basal body temperature and calendar calculations. Newer means include serial ovarian ultrasound, monitoring of hormones in urine, and fertility charting of vaginal discharge. Calendar calculation is an inexpensive method which is estimated on the basis of the previous/average cycle length. It is not accurate always due to variability in cycles for majority of women.

The change in the temperature of the basal body also indicates the post ovulation time of a body. The studies suggest the emplacement of ovum/ovulation after the rise in the basal body temperature. The body temperature of a woman is lower during the first part of the cycle (follicular phase). As soon as the ovulation occurs, the temperature rises by 0.5 to 1 degree and remains elevated through the second part of the cycle (luteal phase) under the influence of two key hormones, estrogen in the follicular phase and progesterone in the luteal phase. Though, it is an inexpensive method, it does not prospectively identify the approach of ovulation. Urine Leutinizing Hormone (LH) kits, ovarian monitors, etc. are other methods used to detect ovulation period of a woman [29, 30].

This brings the third hypothesis based on change in body temperature in a controversy. According to the present theory, the ovum is emplaced after the rise in temperature instead of before or at the time of rise. In other words, if coitus takes place on the day earlier of temperature rise, it is suitable for fertilizing the ovum with an ‘X’ chromosome sperm, resulting in a female zygote. If the coitus occurs on the day after the shift in basal body temperature, it would result in fertilization of the ovum with ‘Y’ chromosome sperm followed by male baby. However, the exact ovulation date varies with an individual’s own menstrual cycle, and can be identified by the actual dip in the temperature.

The precision in ovulation timings might serve the purpose of deciding the safe or unsafe period for general family planning purposes, i.e., for avoiding pregnancy. But for hypothesis, a greater precision is required in determining the time of placement of the ovum. In order to achieve precision for deciding the sex of the child, a difference between the ‘release’ and ‘emplacement’ of ovum is to be maintained; because, by regulating the timings of the release of spermatozoa with the emplacement of ovum, the parents can choose the sex of their child at conception. There are methods which can easily determine the sex of the fetus/baby during pregnancy. An inexpensive, feasible and easily accessible technology, i.e., Ultrasoundography (USG) is the technique used mostly for the same to deliver the baby of choice. However, such sex selection techniques have led to malpractices such as female feticides in India and worldwide. The abnormal or imbalanced sex ratio led to banning of sex determination of fetus/baby during pregnancy [31-33]. Indian Government has taken several steps to remove the gender disparity for which the Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (PNDT). Act has been brought into action [24]. It is a law which bans sex determination before
and after conception. Violations of the act can lead to penalty in the form of jail and fine. Even after strenuous efforts, the law has proved ineffective as it is difficult to regulate all clinics that use ultrasound for sex determination as well as for a host of other purposes including detection of genetic abnormalities in the fetus [33, 34].

The PDNT Act is rendered ineffective because of the liberal Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) act which allows abortion on several grounds including mental trauma and failure of contraceptives. To eradicate female feticide from the society, there is a need to implement stricter laws for the couples as well as the surgeons. To plug the loopholes, registration procedures should be made tougher; surprise checks using dummy patients or direct; etc. [33].

The authors suggest the couples willing to have two kids not to use this hypothesis in determination of gender of their first baby. This may lead to abnormal sex ratio as couples of several countries have son preferences over daughters. The hypothesis should be followed only if the first child is a girl and the couple desires to have a male child as their second child or vice versa.

It is the first scientific natural theory in the world that enables a couple to naturally select the desired sex of their second child at the time of conception without interfering in the natural process. Besides, many other advantages are also associated with the present invention which might prove to be a boon to the society. Improvement in the health of the concerned families could be observed by avoiding sex linked genetic disorders as well as by decreasing women’s physical, mental and emotional trauma of abortions or delivering an unwanted sex of child. The population health of the country would also be affected as heavy amount of funds spent by government on population issues could be saved. It would also eradicate the social ills based on sex considerations such as female feticide, female infanticide, gender disparity, etc. from the society. The invention/discovery might also be effective in controlling the population explosion of the country which would speed up the economic development of the country.

This discovery neither requires money expenditure, nor clinical intervention from a fertility clinic. It does not harm the mother, father or the newly conceived baby and result in a successful pregnancy. It reveals the natural process of sex selection without interfering with the male or female reproductive organs; however, it does not give full guarantee of the baby of the sex you desire.

All it needs the tracking and recording of female’s menstrual cycle on a fertility chart using her physical signs such as temperature, mucous and cervix changes to estimate the time of ovulation.

4. Conclusion

It is a simple, intervention free method that can be followed in privacy to get the desired gender of second baby at the time of conception. If a male child is desired, the ovum has to be awaiting or match the arrival of the speedier ‘Y’ sperm to fertilize it. On the contrary, if a female child is desired, the coitus must take place hours before the actual emplacement of the ovum for fertilization.

It depends upon who awaits, the ovum or the ‘X’ or the ‘Y’ sperm. If ovum waits, it’s a boy; and if the sperms wait, it is a girl. The authors suggest the use of present hypothesis to choose the sex of the second child, because the Indian couples have son preferences, the world will be exploded with males creating abnormal sex ratio. The hypothesis should be used in favor of humanity to make this planet a better place to live.

Though, many situations can be explained through the use of the above postulated hypotheses; however, these could best be left out till the hypotheses are tested fully for their validity and till a greater understanding is achieved through tests.
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